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Chromosomal rearrangements occur in many species and can contrib-
ute to phenotypic variability and genomic evolution1–5. Compared to 
other structural variants, inversions may be under different selective 
pressures, because recombination is suppressed between heterokaryo-
types6–9. The 17q21.31 inversion locus represents one of the most 
dynamic and complex regions of the human genome. Two haplotypes 
exist, in direct (H1) and inverted (H2) orientation, which previous 
studies have shown do not recombine over nearly 2 Mb, resulting in 
extended linkage disequilibrium (LD)10. The H2 haplotype is enriched 
in Europeans, and carriers are predisposed to the 17q21.31 microdele-
tion syndrome as a result of non-allelic homologous recombination 
(NAHR) between directly oriented segmental duplications present 
on the inverted chromosome11–14. A recent study of copy-number 
variation in the 1000 Genomes Project showed that a 205-kb dupli-
cation is associated with 30% of European H1 haplotypes, whereas a 
smaller 155-kb duplication in the same region is fixed in European 
H2 haplotypes15. The latter predisposes to NAHR and, thus, to the 
17q21.31 microdeletion syndrome.

Using short tandem repeats, a recent study16 estimated that the 
time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) with the H2 
haplotype was between 16,000–108,000 years ago and that the H2  

haplotype originated in Africa; however, sequence divergence between 
H1 and H2 indicates a more ancient coalescence of 2.3 million years 
ago. The discovery of an H2 haplotype without duplication from the 
genome sequence of a Khoisan Bushman17 suggested recent struc-
tural changes in the evolution of the H2 lineage. Given the impor-
tance of the H2-specific duplication in disease and its substantial 
population stratification, we explored the architecture of this region 
in more detail using a combination of next-generation sequencing 
(NGS), array–comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) and FISH 
in a total of 2,700 individuals from diverse geographic populations. 
We specifically surveyed the distribution of the H2 haplotype in 
African ancestry groups with variable modes of subsistence, focus-
ing on hunter-gatherer populations, to capture potentially ancient 
structural and nucleotide diversity.

RESULTS
Duplication	architecture	of	the	17q21.31	region
Using NGS of 620 individuals from 3 major continental groups 
(Africans, Asians and Europeans; 1000 Genomes Project) and 185 
admixed individuals (total n = 805), we estimated copy-number 
variation in the 17q21.31 region using sequence read depth as  
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previously described15 (Supplementary 
Tables 1 and 2). The region consists of three 
large copy-number polymorphic (CNP) 
segmental duplications (Fig. 1), which 
include short (155-kb) and long (205-kb)  
duplications corresponding to the pro-
moter and first exon of KANSL1 (previ-
ously called KIAA1267) associated with the 
H2 and H1 haplotypes, respectively. For 
simplicity, we refer to these duplications as CNP155 and CNP205, 
respectively. We found that almost 60% of Europeans carry at least 
one of these duplications (Fig. 1a,b); however, they are virtually 
nonexistent in African and Asian populations (Fig. 1c). The third 
polymorphism is 210 kb in length and spans most of the NSF gene 
upstream of KANSL1 (CNP210)15. Asian populations show higher 
copy number of CNP210 compared to European and African 
populations. In fact, individuals with four haploid copies of this  
duplication—an estimated 800 kb of tandem repeats—are exclusively 
of Asian descent (Fig. 1c).

Alternative	structural	configurations	of	17q21.31
To further investigate the genomic organization of the region, we 
performed FISH experiments on 30 individuals of diverse ancestry 
(Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table 3). In this sample, the region on 
chromosome 17 was inverted on 35 of the 60 chromosomes analyzed, 
and the results from all 35 were concordant with those from the PCR 
assay diagnostic for the H2 haplotype inversion (Supplementary  
Fig. 1)18. We did not observe any non-inverted H2 chromosomes, in 
contrast to what has recently been reported19. FISH and aCGH experi-
ments confirmed three haploid copy-number states for the KANSL1 
locus (copy number = 1, 2 or 3) and three haploid copy-number 
states for the NSF locus (copy number = 1, 2 or 3). We analyzed 21  
samples of African descent (Supplementary Fig. 2 and Supplementary 
Table 4) and found that the H2-specific duplication (CNP155) was 
highly polymorphic among Africans.

Using two constructed BAC-based assemblies corresponding to one 
direct and one inverted haplotype13 together with read depth–based  

copy-number estimates, BAC pool sequencing (F.A., P.H.S.,  
J. Kitzman, C.T. Amemiya and E.E.E., unpublished data) and FISH, we 
characterized at least eight alternate structural configurations of the 
17q21.31 region, which are markedly different in their organization 
and duplication content (Fig. 2b). Four main structural haplotypes 
can be defined on the basis of inversion status and the copy-number 
status (CNP205 and CNP155) of KANSL1 duplications: H1′ (direct) 
and H2′ (inverted) carry no duplications of KANSL1, H1D (direct) 
has two copies of CNP205, and H2D (inverted) has two copies of 
CNP155. We further identified configurations with three copies of 
CNP205 as H1D.3, whereas H1′ configurations with no NSF duplica-
tions were defined as H1.1, with two copies of CNP210 as H1.2 and 
with three copies as H1.3. Similarly, H2′ configurations with one copy 
of NSF were defined as H2.1 and with two copies as H2.2. Notably, all 
H1D haplotypes analyzed showed a fixed copy number of 1 for NSF, 
and all H2D haplotypes had a fixed copy number of 2 (CNP210). 
The H2.1 haplotype was among the simplest, carrying single cop-
ies of all CNPs, including CNP210. The NSF CNP was highly vari-
able among H1′ haplotypes, ranging from 2–8 diploid copies. FISH 
experiments using a probe mapping to both CNP155 and CNP205 
and a probe mapping uniquely to CNP205 showed that the proximal 
breakpoints of the duplications were different and that the duplica-
tions mapped to different locations (tandem duplication on H1D 
and interspersed on H2D, respectively), strongly suggesting that the 
two duplications occurred in independent events (Supplementary 
Fig. 3). An independent, parallel study by Boettger et al.20 reports 
multiple distinct haplotypes also defined on the basis of duplication 
content and organization (Supplementary Table 5).
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Figure 1 Duplication architecture of 17q21.31. 
(a) Frequency of haplotypes (H2D, H1D) carrying 
duplications (CNP155 and CNP205) and those 
not carrying duplications (ND) are shown for 
three major continental groups (Africans, Asians 
and Europeans) on the basis of analysis of 620 
individuals. (b) Read depth–based copy-number 
estimates of the 17q21.31 region from 46 
representative European genomes show different 
patterns of duplication for the KANSL1 and NSF 
regions. Colors indicate the absolute copy number 
across the genome for each given segment15. The 
heatmap is aligned to the H1 haplotype structure 
from the reference genome (bottom), with colored 
boxes indicating segmental duplications13 and 
black lines representing single-copy regions.  
The heatmap distinguishes genotypes for 
CNP205 associated with H2D, CNP155 
associated with H1D and CNP210, which 
ranges from 2–8 copies. Note that CNP205 
and CNP155 have a diploid copy number of 
two in the reference genome assembly, whereas 
CNP210 has a diploid copy number of four.  
(c) Population stratification of duplicated alleles. 
Dup, duplication. 
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Inversion	and	duplication	frequencies	in	Africa
Previous studies of this locus in African populations have suggested 
that the inverted haplotype was rare or nonexistent in most of Africa. 
Diversity sample surveys, however, have been biased toward popula-
tions primarily of western or southern African descent. We sought 
to explore diversity more systematically by analyzing genetic data 
from a larger collection of African samples, including from the 
HapMap Project, the 1000 Genomes Project, the Human Genome 
Diversity Project (HGDP), the African Diversity Panel (S.A.T., unpub-
lished data), the Hunter-Gatherer Panel21 and the Bushman Panel17 
(Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Tables 6 and 7). We 
used previously published SNPs mapping to the inversion10,16 and 
our copy-number estimates in combination with publicly available 
phased SNP data to identify additional inversion- and haplotype-
specific duplication-tagging SNPs (Supplementary Table 8).

We were able to accurately type 818 African individuals from 23 
diverse ancestry groups for the H1, H2′ and H2D haplotypes. We 
tested the H2 orientation of nine samples for which cell lines were 
available and confirmed the presence of the inverted orientation in all 

these individuals (Supplementary Table 3).  
We were unable to identify common SNPs 
that could distinguish H1′ from H1D haplo-
types. We found that the H2 haplotypes are 
almost absent in western African popula-
tions but are much more prevalent in eastern 
African populations (Fig. 3) than was origi-
nally estimated10,16. For example, we exam-
ined 286 Maasai individuals and found the 
H2 haplotype frequency to be approximately 

7%, although the H2 haplotype was thought to be absent from this 
population16 (Table 1). The highest inversion frequency was 13%, 
found in the Beja from Sudan—a population that has experienced 
substantial gene flow from Middle Eastern populations16 where 
the frequency of H2 haplotypes is enriched. The inversion was non-
existent in populations speaking Niger-Kordofanian languages, with 
the major exception of the Biaka and Bakola Pygmies, in whom the 
inversion was found at a frequency of ~5%. The H2′ haplotype was 
primarily found in hunter-gatherer populations—the San, Hadza, 
Bakola, Biaka, Mbuti and Sengwer. The highest frequency of H2D 
was found in the Boni, Maasai and Sandawe.

Evolutionary	age	of	duplication	events
To understand the evolutionary history of this region without the 
complication of recombination, we used the alignment of phased 
SNPs from a 136-kb LD block within the inversion interval to build 
a maximum-likelihood tree for each haplotype and ancestry group 
in the HapMap Project (Fig. 4a). On the basis of this analysis, we 
made four important observations. First, there was strong bootstrap 
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Figure 2 Alternative structural haplotypes 
of 17q21.31. (a) FISH co-hybridization 
experiments using probes mapping to CNP155 
and CNP205 (WIBR2-2342H02, green), 
NSF CNP210 duplication (WIBR2-1321L07, 
red) and the single-copy region (WIBR2-
3237D21 in blue). (b) Eight distinct structural 
haplotypes (five H1 and three H2) ranging 
in size from 1.08–1.49 Mb. Colored boxes 
indicate segmental duplications, as determined 
by complete sequencing of large-insert BAC 
clones13. Hashed boxes correspond to regions 
present in single copy in that specific haplotype 
but duplicated in others. Dots, FISH probes; 
arrows, direction of repeat. The locations of 
three core duplicons are shown. These represent 
some of the most abundant and rapidly evolving 
duplicated sequences in the human genome50. 
The duplication content for each haplotype is 
indicated in parentheses. Four main haplotypes 
are defined on the basis of KANSL1 copy 
number and the length of the duplication 
(Boettger et al.20 nomenclature in parentheses): 
H1′ (direct) and H2′ (inverted) with one copy 
each of KANSL1, H1D (H1.β2.γ1) with a long 
duplication of the gene and H2D (H2.α2.γ2) 
with a short duplication. H1′ configurations 
with one copy of NSF are defined as H1.1 (H1.
β1.γ1), with two copies as H1.2 (H1.β1.γ2) and 
with three copies as H1.3 (H1.β1.γ3).  
H1D configurations with three copies of the long 
duplication are defined as H1D.3 (H1.β3.γ1). 
Similarly, H2′ configurations with one copy of 
NSF are defined as H2.1 and with two copies as 
H2.2 (H2.α1.γ2).
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support indicating that the H1 and H2 haplo-
type clades are completely distinct. Second, 
there was strong support for the hypothesis 
that the H1′ haplotype is ancestral to the H1D 
haplotype. Third, the H2 and H2D haplotypes 
showed little to no variation. Finally, the 
analysis strongly suggested that the H1- and 
H2-specific duplications of the KANSL1 locus 
were separate, derived events.

To overcome SNP ascertainment biases, 
we obtained complete genomic sequence 
from the representative haplotypes, includ-
ing all possible single-nucleotide variants 
(SNVs). We sequenced H2D haplotype–resolved fosmids derived 
from a European individual (NA12156) carrying this duplication22, 
analyzed a European H2′ homozygote (NA20589) and a Maasai 
H2D homozygote (NA21599) using NGS and used publicly avail-
able sequence from a San Bushman (KB1)17 carrying the H2′ haplo-
type and an H1D homozygous individual (NA12878) from the 1000 
Genomes Project. We also included previously published assemblies 
of the H1′ and H2D haplotypes from the RP11 BAC assemblies13 
and used these references to assist in sequence alignment for the 
other genomes.

We constructed an unrooted neighbor-joining tree (Fig. 4b) using 
Kimura two- parameter distance estimates based on sequence align-
ments to the unique 204,447-bp portion of the inversion region. 
Consistent with previous analyses, we estimated that the H1 and 
H2 haplotypes coalesced approximately 2.3 million years ago. There 
was, however, a notable dearth of genetic diversity on the H2 lineage 
(Table 2). We expect nucleotide diversity (π) between any two chro-
mosomes from a constant population size that is evolving neutrally 
to be approximately 0.001 (ref. 23). For the H1 lineage, π was equal 
to 0.00047 but was nearly four times lower for the H2 lineage (π = 
0.00012). Although our sample size was small, we note that π was 
lowest for the H2D haplotype in comparison to the H2′ haplotype 
(0.00004 versus 0.00025). We observed virtually no sequence differ-
ences in the inversion region between the genomic sequences of indi-
viduals with the H2D haplotype. This is unlikely to represent cryptic 
ancestry between these individuals, as whole-genome comparison of 
RP11 and NA12156 suggests an average heterozygosity of 0.000943 ±  
0.000597. The topology of the tree, as well as the lack of diversity on 
the H2 haplotypes, is suggestive of a recent bottleneck followed by 
population expansion or selective sweep.

We estimated the coalescent time of the H2 and H2D haplo-
types in African populations to be approximately 136,000 ± 19,000 
years ago and the coalescent time between African and European 

H2 haplotypes to be 48,000 ± 11,000 years ago (Supplementary 
Table 9). The European H2′ and H2D haplotypes were more similar 
than the African and European H2D haplotypes, suggesting that 
the European H2′ haplotype has possibly undergone homogeniza-
tion with the more predominant H2D haplotypes. The H1′ and  
H1D haplotypes had a much older date of coalescence of approxi-
mately 250,000 ± 26,000 years ago, consistent with published data10. 
We present these dates with the caveat that they represent an  
average coalescent time over the entire interval, given that H1′ and 
H1D haplotypes and H2′ and H2D haplotypes can freely recom-
bine, and these segments may represent sequences from multiple 
common ancestors.

We compared the sequence in the duplicated regions for each 
haplotype clade to obtain a more accurate evolutionary age for the 
duplication events that was not biased by recombination events across 
the inversion interval. We aligned the NA12878 H1D sequence to the 
RP11 H1′ sequence at CNP205 to estimate the age of the H1 duplica-
tion, which we found to have occurred 247,000 ± 20,000 years ago. 
We repeated this analysis for the H2D sequence (CNP155) from 
NA21599, aligning it to the reference H2D sequence from RP11, and 
estimated that this duplication occurred 1.3 million ± 106,000 years 
ago. This finding is consistent with the range of values estimated for 
the duplication in previous analyses10,13. We note that the H2 duplica-
tion was much older than coalescence determined using the unique 
sequence of the sampled H2 haplotypes, which was estimated to have 
occurred from approximately 48,000 to 136,000 years ago, depending 
on the pairs of haplotypes chosen for analysis and the segment of DNA 
analyzed. These more recent coalescent times for H2 haplotypes are 
consistent with the recent TMRCA of H2 haplotypes observed in a 
previous study16 that analyzed short tandem repeat polymorphisms 
within the inversion interval. These discrepancies are noteworthy 
and suggest that selection on the H2 haplotype resulted in the recent 
coalescence of extant H2 haplotypes.
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Figure 3 Haplotype frequency of 17q21.31 
inversion in Africa. Frequency of direct (H1), 
inverted (H2′) and inverted with duplication 
(H2D) haplotypes in 818 individuals (1,636 
chromosomes) from 23 African populations. 
The H2′ haplotype was absent from virtually 
all western African individuals except for 
the Pygmy populations (Bakola, Biaka and 
Mbuti). The H2′ haplotype frequency was 
highest in the Beja from Sudan, probably 
due to admixture from neighboring Middle 
Eastern countries. The inversion was also 
at appreciable frequencies in other hunter-
gatherer populations (San, Hadza, Sandawe, 
Boni and Sengwer). NE, northeast.
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H1	and	H2	haplotype	exchange
In general, inversions are predicted to result in complete suppres-
sion of recombination; therefore, sequence divergence is expected 
to be higher than in freely recombining chromosomal segments.  
We examined the sequence divergence between the H1′ and H2D 
haplotype sequences from the RP11 BAC assembly. The average value 
of π between the two haplotypes was 0.00416; however, we identified a  

30-kb stretch of sequence over which the average value of π  
was 0.0005. This level of divergence was significantly different from 
the distribution of nucleotide diversity over the entire inversion 
interval (Kolmogorov-Smirnov D = 0.9345; P = 0) (Fig. 5a). The 
region of relatively high sequence identity overlapped the 5′ region 
of the CRHR1 gene (encoding corticotropin-releasing hormone 
receptor 1), including the promoter and first two exons. CRHR1 

is involved in anxiety-related behavior and 
stress adaptation24–28.

To study the history of this region in greater 
detail, we constructed a series of median-
 joining haplotype networks (see URLs) using 

table 1 Frequencies of H1′, H2′ and H2D in 23 diverse African ancestry groups

Population Country
Number of 
individuals

Frequency  
of H1′ (%)

Frequency  
of H2′ (%)

Frequency  
of H2D (%)

Subsistence 
pattern Language family

Language major 
subgrouping Reference

Bakola Cameroon 19 94.74 5.26 0 Hunter-gatherer Niger-Kordofanian Bantoid African Diversity Panel

Bantu-northeast Kenya 11 100 0 0 Farmer Niger-Kordofanian Bantoid HGDP

Bantu-south South Africa 8 100 0 0 Farmer Niger-Kordofanian Bantoid HGDP

Beja Sudan 18 86.11 11.11 2.78 Herder Afroasiatic Cushitic African

Biaka Central African  
Republic

23 93.48 4.35 2.17 Hunter-gatherer Niger-Kordofanian Adamawa-Ubangi HGDP, H2 Diversity Panel

Boni Kenya 18 92.11 0 7.89 Hunter-gatherer Afroasiatic Cushitic African Diversity Panel

Borana Kenya 19 97.37 0 2.63 Herder Afroasiatic Cushitic African Diversity Panel

Bulala Chad 15 100 0 0 Farmer Nilo-Saharan Central Sudanic African Diversity Panel

Datog Tanzania 18 91.67 5.56 2.78 Herder Nilo-Saharan Eastern Sudanic African Diversity Panel

Fulani Cameroon 19 100 0 0 Herder Niger-Kordofanian Senegambian African Diversity Panel

Hadza Tanzania 36 97.22 2.78 0 Hunter-gatherer Khoesan Hadza African Diversity Panel, 
Hunter-Gatherer

Iraqw Tanzania 18 97.22 0 2.78 Mixed farmer Afroasiatic Cushitic African Diversity Panel

Lemande Cameroon 19 100 0 0 Farmer Niger-Kordofanian Bantoid African Diversity Panel

Luhya Kenya 101 100 0 0 Farmer Niger-Kordofanian Bantoid HapMap, 1000 Genomes 
Project

Luo Kenya 19 100 0 0 Herder Niger-Kordofanian Bantoid African Diversity Panel

Maasai Kenya 143 92.66 2.45 4.90 Farmer Nilo-Saharan Eastern Sudanic HapMap

Mandenka Senegal 22 97.73 0 2.27 Herder Niger-Kordofanian Mande HGDP

Mandera Cameroon 18 100 0 0 Farmer Niger-Kordofanian Mande African Diversity Panel

Mbuti Democratic 
Republic of 
Congo

13 92.31 7.69 0 Hunter-gatherer Nilo-Saharan Central Sudanic African Diversity Panel, 
HGDP

San Namibia, South 
Africa

40 97.50 2.50 0 Hunter-gatherer Khoesan Southern HGDP, Bushman Collec-
tion, Hunter-Gatherer

Sandawe Tanzania 46 91.30 5.43 3.26 Hunter-gatherer Khoesan Sandawe African, Hunter-Gatherer 
Panel

Sengwer Kenya 18 91.67 8.33 0 Hunter-gatherer Nilo-Saharan Eastern Sudanic African Diversity Panel

Yoruba Nigeria 157 100 0 0 Farmer Niger-Kordofanian Defoid African Diversity Panel, 
HGDP, HapMap, 1000 
Genomes Project
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384
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Figure 4 Phylogenetic relationship between H1 
and H2 haplotypes. (a) Alignment of 43 SNPs 
from a 136-kb LD block within the inversion 
region (chr. 17: 41,466,118–41,602,794, 
NCBI Build 36) from HapMap individuals (total 
n = 728 individuals, 1,456 chromosomes) 
were used to build a maximum-likelihood tree 
with 1,000 bootstrap replicates (all branches 
with 100% bootstrap support). (b) An unrooted 
neighbor-joining tree was constructed using 
MEGA4 complete deletion option51 on the 
basis of 204,447 aligned base pairs from 
unique sequence within the inversion. The 
number of mutations for each branch is 
indicated above the branch. Red, Africans; 
blue, Europeans. 
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HapMap phase 3 SNPs for 728 unrelated individuals in the region of 
reduced diversity, as well as proximal and distal loci for comparison 
(Supplementary Note). Over the proximal and distal intervals, the H1- 
and H2-containing chromosomes were cleanly divided into distinct 
haplotype clades (Fig. 5b,c). In contrast, over the homogenized CRHR1 
region, we found that 15 H2′- and 123 H2D-containing chromosomes 
as well as 197 H1′- and 27 H1D-containing chromosomes grouped 
together in a single haplogroup (Fig. 5d). Thus, over the 5′ segment of 
CRHR1, some H1 haplotypes have a sequence unusually similar to that 
found in H2 haplotypes. As this region is too large for a gene conversion 
event, this likely represents a historical double recombination event 
between the H1 and H2 haplotypes. This haplogroup configuration 
was found in all major continental groupings of HapMap, suggesting 
that the double recombination event predated the dispersal of modern 
humans out of Africa.

DISCUSSION
On the basis of our survey of structural genetic diversity from 2,700 
diverse population samples, we conclude that the H1- and H2-specific 
duplications evolved independently and that an absence of duplication 
was ancestral in both the H1 and H2 lineages. We have resolved eight 
distinct structural haplotypes that vary in size from 1.08–1.49 Mb.  
Five of these haplotypes belong to the H1 lineage, whereas three 
belong to the H2 lineage. The least complex haplotype with regard to 
duplication architecture was the H2.1 haplotype, which is consistent 
with the H2 haplotype reported for the San Bushman. European and 
Mediterranean populations showed a marked enrichment of dupli-
cated haplotypes (60% frequency) compared to any other worldwide 
population group. In comparison to the inversion, these duplications 
showed greater population stratification.

These population differences have important implications for dis-
ease with respect to the 17q21.31 microdeletion syndrome11,14,29. 
Because the H2D haplotype is the only one out of eight possible con-
figurations with homologous segmental duplications in direct orien-
tation flanking the disease-critical region, only carriers of the H2D 
haplotype are predisposed to the 17q21.31 microdeletion through 

NAHR. Thus, European populations are at much higher risk for this 
syndrome than are Asians and Africans. The H2′ inversion haplo-
type (enriched among Africans and southern Europeans) does not 
carry the predisposing duplication, and, therefore, populations with 
this haplotype are not at risk for this recurrent deletion. We found 
that 97% of the 17q21.31 microdeletion syndrome cases reported 
in the literature occurred in individuals of European descent30.  
A screen of 1,084 samples from African-American individuals with  
developmental delay by TaqMan assay found no occurrence of the 
17q21.31 microdeletion31. The only known African-American 
17q21.31 microdeletion reported30 had breakpoints mapping outside 
of the segmental duplications and, thus, occurred by a mechanism 
other than NAHR.

Our analyses show that either the H1′ or H2′ haplotype is ancestral; 
however, combined with previous analyses, the results presented here 
favor H2′ as the ancestral haplotype of the genus Homo. First, 90% of 
the SNPs that are monomorphic in H2 haplotypes but polymorphic 
in H1 haplotypes matched the chimpanzee allele, but only 60% of 
SNPs that are monomorphic in H1 haplotypes and polymorphic in 
H2 haplotypes matched the chimpanzee allele13. Second, the idea that 
the inverted configuration is the ancestral state is supported by the 
results of an analysis of Old World and New World monkeys13. Finally, 
our phylogenetic and coalescent analyses provide strong evidence for 
an African origin of the H2 haplotype. We found the H2′ haplotype 
among populations thought to map near the root of human phylo-
geny, such as the San Bushman and other hunter-gatherers, including  
the click-speaking populations of Tanzania and Pygmies. Previous 
studies suggest an ancient genetic affinity and shared ancestry among 
these groups21,32. Additionally, our analyses indicate that the San H2′ 
haplotype has an older evolutionary age than the African H2D and 
European H2′ haplotypes.

Despite its high frequency among European populations, the H2 
haplotypes showed extraordinary homogeneity. The ancient coales-
cence of H1 and H2 and the excess of rare polymorphisms in H2 haplo-
types indicate a recent bottleneck or selective sweep, particularly in 
the European H2D lineage, where nucleotide diversity was found to be 
the lowest. Recent analyses support the original observation that the 
H2 haplotype is associated with increased mean rates of recombina-
tion in females33. It is also known that females with increased mean 
rates of recombination have more offspring34,35, strengthening the 
evidence for a selective advantage for H2D carriers. This observa-
tion remains intriguing, as the duplication architecture associated 
with H2D carriers clearly predisposes to microdeletion14 and must 
therefore be subjected to weak purifying selection.

table 2 Nucleotide diversity between haplotype groups
Population n Nucleotide diversity (π)

All H1 2 0.00047

All H2 5 0.00012

H2D 3 0.00004

H2′ 2 0.00025

Human (all haplotypes) 7 0.00207

Nonhuman primatesa 2 0.03281
aNonhuman primates include chimpanzee and orangutan.
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Figure 5 Historical exchange between H1 and H2 haplotypes.  
(a) Divergence plotted in 5-kb sliding windows. A 30-kb region (chr. 17: 
41,213,364–41,248,960, middle red bar) of reduced divergence over 
the 5′ end of CRHR1 is shown. The spike in divergence at 41.35 Mb 
corresponds to a simple TATA repeat tract. (b–d) Median-joining haplotype 
networks based on data from the HapMap collection for the region 
proximal to the 5′ end of CRHR1 (chr. 17: 41,011,056–41,091,056; 
left red bar in a) (b), the region distal to the region of reduced divergence 
(chr. 17: 41,410,073–41,425,073; right red bar in a) (c) and the region 
of reduced divergence (d). The proportion of H1′ (blue), H1D (orange), 
H2′ (red) and H2D (green) haplotypes are shown. The haplotypes form 
distinct clades proximal and distal to the CRHR1 region, whereas over the 
region of reduced divergence, the haplotypes are mixed, creating a large 
haplogroup where H1 and H2 chromosomes have similar sequence. Red 
tick marks represent the number of mutations separating each haplogroup.
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Among the 887 informative SNPs distinguishing the H1 and H2 haplo-
types, there are 9 missense, 9 synonymous and 22 UTR mutations on 
the H2 haplotype (Supplementary Table 10). Seven of the nine mis-
sense mutations are in IMP5 (encoding intramembrane protease 5),  
and four of these are predicted to alter the protein structure by 
PolyPhen36. The H1 alleles containing two of the four mutations 
predicted to alter amino acids have previously been associated with 
Parkinson’s disease37, and the missense mutations on the H2 haplotype 
may therefore represent nucleotide substitutions that are under positive 
selection. Notably, the H2 haplotypes carry the derived allele for these 
four SNPs, whereas the other SNPs that are not predicted to alter the 
protein retain the ancestral allele with respect to the chimpanzee. The 
H2 haplotype has potentially changed functionally, while the H1 haplo-
type has kept a structure more similar to that found in chimpanzee, 
lending some support to the hypothesis of selection on the H2 haplo-
type. The IMP5 gene is predicted to be under purifying selection using 
maximum-likelihood analyses of eight mammalian species (data not 
shown), although nonsynonymous mutations are not uncommon during 
evolution. The two remaining missense alterations are in KANSL1—a 
gene that, when mutated, results in a phenotype similar to the 17q21.31 
microdeletion syndrome38,39. Both variants are not predicted to alter 
the protein structure by PolyPhen but are highly conserved (genomic 
evolutionary rate profiling (GERP) scores between 2 and 4).

It is also not clear why the H1D haplotypes have risen to such high 
frequencies in European populations. Given that certain H1 haplo-
types are associated with neurological disorders, such as Parkinson’s 
disease40,41, Alzheimer’s disease42 and progressive supranuclear 
palsy18,43,44, we examined association between the duplication and 
these disease-predisposing haplotypes in individuals from the 1000 
Genomes Project (Supplementary Table 11). We found that the 

duplication was present less often than predicted by linkage equilib-
rium for the H1c haplotype (P < 0.0001), which is a risk haplotype 
for Alzheimer’s disease and progressive supranuclear palsy42,43. The 
duplication was extremely rare on Parkinson’s disease risk haplo-
types40,43,45; however, given the sample size and low frequencies of the 
Parkinson’s disease risk haplotypes in the population, we were unable 
to assess whether these associations were significant. Nevertheless, 
these observations suggest that the disease risk haplotypes probably 
arose on H1′ haplotypes, indicating that further investigation into 
the possible protective role of the duplication in these diseases is war-
ranted. The H2 haplotype, which almost always bears the duplication 
in Europeans, is protective against many of these diseases40,45 but 
predisposes to microdeletion associated with intellectual disability.

If there is a selective advantage to both the H1D and H2D haplo-
types, one possible reason for this may be the recurrent duplications 
involving both the promoter and first exon of KANSL1. KANSL1 
encodes a chromatin modifier that is thought to have a role in com-
plex brain function and has been associated with the 17q21.31 micro-
deletion syndrome11,38,39,46. We note that KANSL1 gene expression is 
increased in the brains of individuals with Parkinson’s disease com-
pared to controls40, suggesting that dysregulation of KANSL1 expres-
sion may have phenotypic consequences of disease relevance.

Another notable observation was the striking absence of genetic 
diversity within a 30-kb stretch of CRHR1 between H1 and H2 haplo-
types despite the deep evolutionary divergence of the haplotypes  
2.3 million years ago. The observed decrease in divergence at the 
CRHR1 locus is reminiscent of diversity patterns observed among 
some highly divergent human leukocyte antigen (HLA) haplotypes—a 
group of haplotypes that, like the 17q21.31 interval, are otherwise 
characterized by high sequence diversity and reduced recombination 
between divergent clades47. It seems implausible that this 30-kb stretch 
has been maintained at such a high degree of sequence identity relative 
to the rest of the region since the coalescence of the two haplotypes. 
We propose that the observed pattern results from a classical double  
crossover event via an inverted loop structure during meiosis, result-
ing in the transfer of sequence between these two haplotypes some-
time after their initial separation. We can find no evidence of the 
reciprocal event in sequence data, suggesting that it may have been 
lost from the human population.

In conclusion, we propose that the ancestral H2′ haplotype arose 
in eastern or central Africa and spread to southern Africa before the 
emergence of anatomically modern humans (Fig. 6). Approximately 
2.3 million years ago, the inversion rearranged to what we now refer as 
the direct orientation haplotype (H1′). This haplotype spread through-
out the Homo ancestral populations in the African continent, virtually 
replacing the H2′ haplotype and becoming the predominant haplo-
type. We note that both the Denisova and Neandertal sister groups 
are predicted to have H1′ haplotypes48,49. These early haplotypes were 
much simpler in their duplication architecture, similar to the pat-
terns seen in great apes. We find that the more complex duplication 
architectures are particularly enriched in populations that migrated 
out of Africa. On the basis of sequence at the duplication loci, we esti-
mate that the H2-specific duplication event occurred approximately  
1.3 million years ago. Independent of the H2 duplication, the H1- 
specific duplication event occurred much more recently, approxi-
mately 250,000 years ago. Notably, we did not observe this haplotype 
in any of the African or Asian populations studied, suggesting that it 
may have been lost in these groups as a result of genetic drift. The H2D 
haplotype has risen to frequencies of 10–25% in European populations 
with virtually no genetic variation, suggesting an extremely recent 
and rapid expansion of this haplotype. High-coverage sequencing  

H1′
H1D
H2′
H2D

CNP155
CNP205

H2
ancestor

 

H1-H2 diverge
2.3 MYA

H1′-H1D diverge
250 KYA

H2′-H2D diverge
1.3 MYA

African-European
H2 diverge

with the out-of-Africa
migration

Figure 6 Evolutionary history of 17q21.31 haplotypes. We propose a 
model where the H2′ haplotype represents the ancestral configuration 
of the 17q21.31 region in humans. Approximately 2.3 million years 
ago (MYA), the inversion toggled back to the direct orientation and 
spread to southern Africa before the emergence of modern humans. 
The H2D duplication arose in Africa 1.3 MYA, and the H1D duplication 
independently arose much more recently, approximately 250,000 years 
ago (250 KYA). The H1′ haplotype spread throughout western Africa, and 
all haplotypes spread to the Middle East and Europe as part of the out-of-
Africa migration.
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of more individuals along with fecundity data will likely shed further 
light on whether the high frequency of the haplotype-specific dupli-
cation in Europeans is due to selection or the effects of demographic 
history specific to this locus.

URLs. Network 4.610, http://www.fluxus-engineering.com/; HapMap 
Phase 3, http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/; Human Genome Diversity 
Project (HGDP), http://www.cephb.fr/en/hgdp/; 1000 Genomes 
Project, http://www.1000genomes.org/; SNP data for Hunter-Gatherer 
Panel, http://www-evo.stanford.edu/repository/paper0002/; San 
Bushman (KB1) sequence data, ftp://ftp.bx.psu.edu/data/bushman.

METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Accession codes. All sequence data have been submitted to the Short 
Read Archive (SRA) under accession SRA046964.

Note: Supplementary information is available in the online version of the paper.
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ONLINE	METHODS
Samples. Genomic DNA and lymphoblast cell lines from HapMap individu-
als were obtained from the Coriell Cell Repository. Genomic DNA and lym-
phoblast cell lines from African individuals were obtained as described16,32 
(Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 for samples used). Publicly available SNP and 
sequence data for the 17q21.31 region were downloaded from HapMap Phase 3,  
HGDP, the 1000 Genomes Project and Stanford University.

aCGH. We designed a custom-targeted microarray (Roche NimbleGen) for the 
17q21.31 region (12,468 probes tiled across 1.9 Mb). DNA was labeled using the 
NimbleGen Dual-Color DNA Labeling Kit (Roche NimbleGen), using NA19240 
as a reference sample. Hybridization reactions were performed at 42 °C for 60 h 
using the NimbleGen Wash Buffer kit as described previously52. Scanned images 
(obtained with a GenePix 4000B Scanner) were analyzed using NimbleScan v2.5, 
and copy-number variants were called using the segMNT algorithm.

FISH. Metaphase spreads and interphase nuclei were obtained from human 
lymphoblast cell lines. FISH experiments were performed using fosmid clones 
(Supplementary Table 8) directly labeled by nick translation with Cy3-dUTP 
(PerkinElmer), Cy5-dUTP (PerkinElmer) and fluorescein-dUTP (Enzo) as 
described previously52. Digital images were obtained using a Leica DMRXA2 
epifluorescence microscope equipped with a cooled charge-coupled device 
(CCD) camera (Princeton Instruments). DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole), 
Cy3, Cy5 and fluorescein fluorescence signals, detected with specific filters, were 
captured separately as grayscale images. Pseudocoloring and merging of images 
were performed using Adobe Photoshop software. A minimum of 50 interphase 
nuclei were scored for each inversion to statistically determine the orientation 
of the examined region.

Illumina sequencing of H2D-haplosorted fosmid clones. Fosmid clones from 
NA12156 were assigned to haplotypes using previously described methods22, 
and DNA was isolated by a modified alkaline lysis miniprep procedure. In this 
procedure, a cell pellet was resuspended in 250 µl of Qiagen buffer P1 with RNase 
and lysed with 250 µl of 0.2 M NaOH–1% SDS solution for 5 min. Lysis was 
neutralized by the addition of 250 µl of 3 M sodium acetate, pH 4.8. Neutralized 
lysate was incubated on ice for 40 min, and DNA was collected by centrifugation 
for 15 min at 15.7g at 4 °C, concentrated by standard ethanol precipitation and 
resuspended in 50 µl of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5. Libraries were prepared from 
fosmid clone DNA using Illumina-compatible Nextera DNA sample prep kits 
(Epicentre, GA09115). The manufacturer’s protocol was followed with modifi-
cations, including the use of a set of barcoded oligonucleotides as described53. 
Barcoded libraries were combined for size selection using E-Gel SizeSelect 2% 
(Invitrogen, G6610-02). The band spanning 600–700 bp in size was amplified 
via limited-cycle PCR with iProof High-Fidelity polymerase (Bio-Rad) with 
the following program: initial denaturation at 98 °C for 30 s and 6–12 cycles of 
denaturation at 98 °C for 10 s, annealing at 64 °C for 30 s and extension at 72 °C 
for 40 s. Amplified, size-selected libraries were then purified with the QIAquick 
PCR Purification kit (Qiagen, 28104) and quantified on an Invitrogen Qubit 
Fluorometer, and paired-end sequencing (of 101-bp reads) was performed on 
an Illumina HiSeq 2000. Sequence reads were aligned to the chr17_ctg5_hap1 
reference sequence (GRCh37) using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA; version 
0.5.9), and variants were called using SAMtools mpileup (version 0.1.16).

Illumina sequencing of H2 and H2D homozygous genomes. Genomic DNA 
(3 µg) from NA20589 (H2′/H2′) and NA21599 (H2D/H2D) was sheared and 
end-repaired, an A-tail was added, and adaptors were ligated to the fragments 
as described54. After ligation, samples were run on a 6% precast polyacrylamide 
gel (Invitrogen, EC6265BOX). The portion of the gel corresponding to the band 
at 400 bp was excised, diced and incubated as described above. Size-selected 
fragments were amplified with 0.5 µl of primers, 25 µl of 2× iProof, 0.25 µl of 
SYBR Green and 8.25 µl of distilled H2O under the following conditions: an 
initial denaturation at 98 °C for 30 s, 30 cycles of 98 °C for 10 s, 60 °C for 30 s,  
72 °C for 30 s and 72 °C for 15 s, and a final incubation at 72 °C for 2 min. 
Fluorescence was assessed between the 30-s and 15-s steps at 72 °C. Amplified, 
size-selected libraries were quantified using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer, and 
paired-end sequencing (of 101-bp reads) was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 
2000. We generated a total of 13–14 fold sequence coverage.

Haplotype assignment and coalescent and phylogenetic analyses. We 
assigned haplotypes to 728 phased HapMap samples (1,456 chromosomes) 
using previously ascertained inversion-marking SNPs10,16 and SNPs specifi-
cally tagging the H2 duplication that were identified in the present study 
in combination with aCGH55 copy-number estimates. We used a three-SNP 
haplotype (rs1800547, rs2957297 and rs199451) to assign phased haplotypes 
to H1, H2 and H2D haplogroups. We required that all three SNPs match 
the expected haplotype. Phase-switch errors were manually corrected as 
described13. We confirmed H1-H2 status with PCR genotyping results and 
were able to resolve all but one haplotype; this individual was excluded 
from further analysis. We used aCGH55 copy-number estimates to assign 
genotypes for these 728 individuals. Finally, we combined these sources of  
information to assign the final haplotype. Six out of 728 individuals showed 
discordance between the SNP genotype– and aCGH-based copy-number 
estimates. Three of these discrepancies were resolved by FISH experiments, 
and three were resolved by PCR genotyping. Fifty-seven individuals were 
heterozygous for H1 and H1D and carried both haplotypes, and, therefore, 
the haplotypes could not be assigned with confidence; these individuals were 
included in haplotype frequency data but not in phylogenetic analyses.

We combined the read depth–based copy-number estimates with the 
phased SNP data from the 1000 Genomes Project using a four-SNP haplotype 
(rs1396862, rs17650901, rs1052553 and rs199448) to assign phased haplotypes 
to H1, H2 and H2D haplogroups. We required that all four SNPs match the 
expected haplotype; 0.5% of haplotypes had one discordant SNP, and these 
haplotypes were flagged for manual inspection for phase-switch and genotyp-
ing errors. Phase-switch errors were manually corrected as described13. We 
then used read depth–based copy-number estimates to assign phased haplo-
types to H1, H1D, H2 and H2D haplogroups. Finally, we combined these 
sources of information to assign the final haplotype. Sixteen out of 805 indi-
viduals showed discordance between SNP genotype– and read depth–based 
copy-number estimates. For five of these individuals, we also had aCGH 
and/or FISH data; for 4 out of 5 of these discrepancies, the SNP haplotype 
was concordant with aCGH and/or FISH data, whereas for the other, the read 
depth–based haplotype was consistent with aCGH and/or FISH data. We  
excluded the remaining 11 individuals with discordance from the rest of the 
analysis, as we could not confidently assign the haplotype. Sixty-seven indi-
viduals had the H1 or H1D haplotype, and, therefore, the haplotypes could 
not be assigned with confidence; these individuals were included in haplotype 
frequency data but not in phylogenetic analyses.

We also used the Illumina 650Y SNP genotyping data from 936 unre-
lated individuals from the HGDP collection. We phased the 650Y data using 
Beagle56,57 and assigned haplotypes (H1, H2 and H2D) on the basis of a four-
SNP haplotype (rs175635986, rs19871997, rs2668692 and rs199533). We 
required that all four SNPs match the expected haplotype; 0.5% of haplotypes 
had one discordant SNP or missing data, and these were excluded from fur-
ther analysis. Illumina 1M SNP data from the African Diversity Panel (S.A.T., 
unpublished data) were used to assign haplotypes (H1, H2′ and H2D) on the 
basis of a three-SNP haplotype (rs1800547, rs2957297 and rs199451). Four 
individuals from the African Diversity Panel showed discordance between 
SNP haplotype and PCR genotyping results and were removed from further 
analysis. Illumina 550K SNP data from the Hunter-Gatherer Panel21 were used 
to assign haplotypes (H1, H2′ and H2D) on the basis of a five-SNP haplotype 
(rs17563986, rs1800547, rs1981997, rs2668692 and rs199533). We required 
that all five SNPs match the expected haplotype; two haplotypes had one SNP 
that did not match the expected haplotype and were excluded from further 
analysis. We were able to type a total of 351 African samples from the African 
Diversity Panel and the Hunter-Gatherer Panel. We were unable to find any 
tag SNPs for the H1D haplotype; thus, analyses of the HGDP, African Diversity 
Panel and Hunter-Gatherer Panel did not include any chromosomes assigned 
to that haplotype, as we did not have independent copy-number information 
for these individuals.

We used PHYLIP58 to build a maximum-likelihood tree on the basis 
of the alignment of 43 SNPs from the 136-kb LD block identified in the 
HapMap Project populations. BAC-based assemblies of the RP11 H1′ and 
H2D haplotypes and chimpanzee and orangutan haplotypes were aligned 
to whole-genome sequence from KB1, NA12878, NA20589 and NA21599 
and haploresolved fosmid sequence from NA12156 with CLUSTALW59.  
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We constructed a neighbor-joining phylogeny using Kimura two- 
parameter distance (complete deletion option) using MEGA4 (ref. 50). 
Nucleotide diversity and other population genetics analyses were performed 
using DnaSp v5 (ref. 60).
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